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The Forza Spin Bike (Indoor Cycle) from Gym Gear is a premium spin bike for 
commercial and home use. Featuring ANT + wireless connectivity to display 
heartrate; super smooth magnetic resistance rear wheel braking, shrouds and 
guards ensure not only excellent user and bike protection but also give...

RRP: £1,790.00

Our Price: £945.00
You Save: £845.00 - 47 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/forza-spin-bike

The one and only ORIGINAL Manta Ray barbell squat pad. The most 
revolutionary weight training squat device ever invented! (Not the dangerous e-
bay fake being sold under brand-name "Gunsmith Fitness")

Price: £43.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/mantaray-squat

Maximuscle Leather Power Belt - Great value seriously thick belt !

RRP: £34.99

Our Price: £10.00
You Save: £24.99 - 71 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/maximuscle-powerbelt

Freestanding (so you weigh it down with weights!) Conan's Wheel for true 
strongman training. Renowned for making the heaviest duty kit in the UK, this is 
yet another strongman product in our arsenal. Also see: Log Bars, Car Lift Frame, 
Farmers Walk Handles, Axle Bars etc.

Price: £1,389.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/conans-wheel

Maximuscle Wrist Supports - Great value, heavy duty support for your wrists.

Price: £9.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/maximuscle-wrist-supports
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Heavy duty wall mounted chin bar, suitable for home or commercial use. Available 
from stock, with straightforward bolt-together assembly. Must be fixed to a solid 
structural wall.

Price: £134.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/wall-mounted-chin-bar

Nike Romaleos 2 are here and going faster than hot potatoes on a cold winters 
night in the Victorian street market. A shoe is a shoe and if it's performance for 
your lifts then colour shouldn't matter, however when it's as vibrant as the new 
2016 colours are the most stunning range to date...

Price £189.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/nike-romaleos-2-weightlifting-shoes

The latest addition to the JMC squat stands, the eagerly awaited safety spot arms. 
Made to the same high quality and attention to detail as the rest of the range 
these JMC Safety Spot Arms make the JMC squat stands an excellent purchase 
for squats and bench press press

Price: £130.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-safety-catcher-arms-url

New for 2020 the JMC Adjustable Bench - Proudly designed and manufactured in 
the UK

Price: £449.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-adjustable-weights-bench

New for 2020 the JMC Commercial half Rack- Proudly designed and 
manufactured in the UK

Price from£665.83

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-half-rack

New for 2020 the JMC Squat stands- Proudly designed and manufactured in the 
UK

Price from£332.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-squat-stands
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New for 2021 the JMC Flat Bench - Proudly designed and manufactured in the UK

Price: £187.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-flat-weights-bench

New for 2021 the JMC Olympic Flat Bench - commercial fitness products proudly 
designed and manufactured in the UK

Price: £550.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-olympic-lifting-bench
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